Abstract-Existing work has been focused on minimizing the number of relay nodes to maintain the connectivity of a sensor network. However, we believe replacing batteries for nodes or redeploying the network is either labor-intensive or impossible, so it is more desirable to reduce energy consumption even if we need to use slightly more nodes. The question we are trying to answer is: is it possible to greatly reduce energy consumption by increasing the number of relay nodes? To properly answer this question, we first designed an algorithm that finds the most energy efficient relay nodes placement for a given number of relay nodes. By observing the energy saving with different numbers of available relay nodes, we found that slightly increasing the number of relay nodes can significantly reduce energy consumption. On the contrary, blindly adding relay nodes does not necessarily improve energy efficiency when the number of relay nodes exceeds a certain threshold.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work is motivated by an important class of wireless sensor applications where the monitoring locations (i.e., sensor locations) are fixed and their placements are pre-determined according to domain knowledge, application requirements, and environment constraints. For instance, in subsurface contaminant monitoring, high resolution and expensive chemical or biological sensors are only deployed at pre-selected sites according to monitoring needs [1] , often leading to a very sparse sensor network. This implies that these sensors may be placed far away from each other and the sink. Using high transmission power for each sensor node is not economical because sensor nodes are expensive and have short battery life. Comparing to sensor nodes, relay nodes are much less costly. Relay nodes are needed to forward readings from each individual sensor in multiple hops to the sink.
Existing work has focused on minimizing the number of relay nodes in homogeneous or heterogeneous sensor networks as detailed in Section V. While minimizing the number of relay nodes is desirable, it may not always provide the most energy efficient solution. Especially because replacing batteries or redeploying nodes can be impossible or labor intensive, so it is more desirable if energy consumed in data collection can be reduced greatly even with a slight increase of the number of relay nodes. To this end, we would like to study the tradeoff between relay nodes placement (i.e., the number of relay nodes *This work is supported in part by NSF CSR grant CNS-0720875.
and their locations) and energy efficiency in collecting data from a set of sensors deployed at pre-determined locations.
Our approach is to start with the minimal number of relay nodes using existing work, and then observe the impact of gradually increasing the number of relay nodes on total energy consumption in raw sensor data collection. By comparing the energy consumption and the number of relay nodes used, we can identify the most economical network deployment.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We are given a set of N s sensor nodes {s i |i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N s }} and their locations {l i = (x i , y i )|i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N s }}, the location of the sink t: l t = (x t , y t ). We assume that the transmission range of each node (either sensor or relay) is the same constant R. Each sensor transmits its sensed data through multi-hop routing to the sink t, and each relay node does not generate data itself. We are interested in applications that require raw sensor data instead of aggregated sensor data. The total energy cost of data gathering is
, where λ i is the data generation rate of sensor node s i , c i is the per-bit transmission cost from sensor node s i to the sink, and c i is the energy consumption of the node s i switching from a power saving state (e.g., sleeping) to the transmission mode. Since each sensor node needs multiple hops either through other sensor nodes or relay nodes in order to get data to the sink, the total energy cost includes energy consumed by relay nodes. Our objective is to study the interplay between relay node placement (which determines the number and locations of relay nodes), transmission structure (which determines how sensor and relay nodes are connected), and energy consumption of data collection.
If we model the network as a graph with sensor nodes, relay nodes and the sink represented as vertices, then the links capture the transmission structure. For any two nodes u and v in the graph, there is an edge uv between them if and only if the Euclidean distance between u and v is no greater than the transmission range: ||u, v|| ≤ R.
III. OUR APPROACHES
In order to find out the relationship between relay node placement and energy consumption of data collection from a given set of sensor nodes, we use the following steps to approach this problem. 1) Find out the minimum number of relay nodes needed to maintain network connectivity. This has been modeled as Steiner Minimum Tree with Minimum number of Steiner Points and bounded edge length (SMT-MSP) [2] . Various approximation algorithms have been developed to address this NP-hard problem. We will use the Minimum Spanning Tree Heuristic [2] referred as "SMT" later in the paper. We denote the number of relay nodes needed for SMT as N SMT . Figure 1 shows an example of the data transmission structure generated by SMT where there are 10 sensor nodes. 2) Find out the most energy efficient transmission structure, assuming that the number of relay nodes is infinite (i.e., we can use as many relay nodes as necessary). With constant transmission range of each node, the energy consumed by transmitting a packet from a sensor node to the sink is proportional to the number of hops from the node to the sink and the packet size. Therefore, to minimize energy consumption, we should minimize the number of hops from the node to the sink, and the relay nodes should be placed on the straight line between each sensor node and the sink. In other words, a star topology is the most energy efficient structure. We will refer to this as "STAR" later in the paper. We denote the number of relay nodes needed for this structure as N ST AR . Figure 2 illustrate an example of this structure with 10 sensor nodes with pre-specified locations. 3) Find out the most energy efficient relay node placement and transmission structure when n SMT < N r < n ST AR , where N r is the number of relay nodes. This is an NP-hard problem as proven in our previous work [3] . We designed an algorithm that uses iterative improvement processes based on Steiner Minimum Tree. We will refer to our algorithm as "SMT-II". 4) By comparing the energy consumption and the number of relay nodes used, insights will be gained that will help the network deployment process. The SMT-II Heuristic: Our objective is to find the most energy efficient relay node placement and transmission structure with a given number of relay nodes. The general idea is to start with an initial structure generated from SMT and then gradually add the remaining relay nodes if energy cost can be reduced. The details are as follows. After getting an approximate Steiner-tree, we use d = αR(α> 1) as the search radius to divide the sensor and relay nodes into different distance levels depending on their distance from the sink. Nodes at a lower level are closer to the sink. For each sensor node s i , we calculate the potential energy savings if we create a straight line path from s i to its nearest lower-level sensor node s u . We then sort sensor nodes in the descending order of energy savings; implement the path changes (i.e., replace the original path between s i and s u with a straight line interspersed with additional relay nodes) starting from the one with the biggest energy savings until all the remaining relay nodes are deployed. If we implemented all the changes and we still have remaining relay nodes, then we increment the search radius by βR, divide the nodes into new distance levels and repeat the procedure above. We will stop until all the relay nodes are placed or all the sensor nodes have the same distance levels. Figure 3 uses an example to illustrate the SMT-II algorithm. We assume there are 14 relay nodes available. We use 2R as the initial search radius and R as the step length of search radius increment. After we generate an approximate Stein-tree using 9 relay nodes, we first use 2R to divide the sensor nodes into four distance levels ( Figure 3 (a) left). Two nodes (node 2 and node 6) have the potential to reduce energy consumption. Since we still have five remaining relay nodes, we implement path changes for these two nodes (Figure 3 (a) right) that use three out of the five remaining nodes. No other changes are applicable using this search radius, we hence increase the search radius to 3R, the nodes are divided into three distance levels ( Figure 3 (b) left) . Three nodes (nodes 7, 4, and 8) have the potential to reduce energy consumption. However, we only have two remaining relay nodes, so we select the two 
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Symbol
Meaning Ns total number of sensor nodes Nr total number of relay nodes R transmission range of a node maxd maximum distance between sink and sensor nodes s i sensor node i, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Ns} r i relay node i, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Nr} l i location of sensor/relay node i t server or sink lt location of the server λ i data rate of sensor node s i c i cost of sending data from s i to the server t c i energy cost due to s i 's transition of power saving states d search radius ks i distance level of sensor node s i s i , s j the Euclidean distance from s i to s j T collection tree T ne total number of extra relay nodes nr(T ) number of relay nodes used in the collection tree T ms i number of extra relay nodes used for optimizing s i 's path ω(T ) cost needed if collection tree T is used δ(s i ) cost decrease after changing node s i 's path to the server Δ(T, T ) cost decrease after replacing collection tree T by T
TABLE I NOTATIONS USED IN THE PAPER
nodes that will yield the most energy savings to implement path changes, which are node 7 ( Figure 3 (b) middle) and node 4 ( Figure 3 (b) right) . Table I lists all the symbols used in the paper and the pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Complexity Analysis of SMT-II: As shown in Table I , we assume the total number of sensor nodes is N s , the total number of relay nodes is N r , and the total number of extra relay nodes is n e . In line 1, we use an SMT heuristic that takes N s log N s time. Lines 7 to 42 is a while loop, we assume this loop will repeat N l times. In the while loop (lines 7 to 42), (1) From lines 8 to 12, the time complexity is N s . (2) From lines 13 to 21, the for loop will repeat N s times. In line 14, to find S vi we should compare the distance from S i to all the sensor nodes and check their distance levels, the complexity of line 14 is N s log N s . Therefore, the time complexity for lines 13 to 21 is N 2 s log N s . (3) From lines 23 to 25, we will implement T (s i ) for all S i , so the time complexity is N s . Thus the time complexity from lines 23 to 30 is N s . In line 33, the complexity is N s log N s , so the time complexity from lines 32 to 40 is N s log N s . Therefore, the time complexity from lines 22 to 41 is N s log N s . To combine all the above, the time complexity for SMT-II is :
The worst case for N l is that in each iteration, only one relay node is used, then the while loop will repeat n e times. However, this will only occur when z > n e in line 22 in the first iteration. In this case, n e < N s . Therefore, so the time complexity for SMT-II is O(N 3 s log N s ). Note that the scenario we are considering is sparse networks where sensor nodes are expensive and only deployed in locations of interest, so N s is a relatively a small number.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To find out the relationship between the number of available relay nodes and total energy consumption in collecting data
Algorithm 1 The SMT-II Heuristic
Input: a set of N s sensor nodes {s i |i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N s }} and their locations; location of sink t; number of relay nodes N r ; transmission range R; data rate of node i λ i . Output: location of relay nodes {r i = (x i , y i )|i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N r }}; collection tree T .
1: identify l ri , T and n r (T ) from an SMT heuristic; 2: d = αR; 3: radiusIncreased = TRUE; 4: n e = N r − n r (T ); 5: k t = 0; z = 0; 6: maxd = max{d(t, s i )|i = {2, 3, . . . , (N s + 1)}}; 7: while (n e > 0 and (d − R) > maxd) do 8: if (radiusIncreased==TRUE) then 9: for all s i do 10:
end for 12: end if 13: for all s i do 14: find the node s vi in lower level of s i that has the shortest Euclidean distance from s i ; 15: construct a potential collection tree T (s i ) by the following: (a) add a link between s vi and s i ; (b) add necessary relay nodes on the added link to ensure communication; (c) remove the path between s i and its closest upstream node s ui in T ; 16: δ(s i ) = Δ(T, T (s i )); // calculate the potential cost reduced 17: m si = n r (T (s i )) − n r (T ); //calculate the number of extra relay nodes used end if 42: end while from all sensor nodes, we implemented all three algorithms (SMT, STAR, and SMT-II) in MATLAB. We used the parameters from MICAz data specification for all sensor and relay nodes in the evaluation, so the transmit range of each node is 100 meters, the RF power is 0dBm and the data transmission rate is 250kbps. The metric used was energy per second consumed by transmitting data generated from all sensor nodes to the base station.
We assume a 2D terrain of 1000 meters by 1000 meters. We use 2R as the initial search radius and R as step length of search radius increment. To demonstrate that our algorithm works for a variety of scenarios, we tested the algorithms for the following cases: grid or random sensor node deployment, uniform or non-uniform data generation rate, and varying node densities.
Figures 4 to 5 demonstrate the impact of the number of available relay nodes on data collection energy consumption when sensor nodes are deployed in a grid fashion. Figure 4 is for the case when all sensor nodes have the same data generation rate of 50 kbps, and Figure 5 is for the case when each sensor node has a data generation rate randomly chosen from 50 kbps, 100 kbps, 150 kbps, or 200 kbps. We observe that in all cases, the most energy consuming structure is SMT, and the most energy efficient structure is STAR. As the number of available relay nodes increases from N SMT , less energy is consumed using SMT-II until it converges to the lower bound provided by STAR. We also observe that the energy consumption curve flattens out gradually as the number of relay nodes increases. This implies that by adding a few extra relay nodes to N SMT , energy consumption can be reduced greatly. However, the benefit becomes less obvious when we further add more relay nodes. Therefore, blindingly increasing the number of relay nodes may not always lead to significant energy saving. This trend is especially true for higher node density (i.e., more sensor nodes in the area of the same size), if we compare the energy consumption with 49 sensor nodes with the case of 25 or 36 sensor nodes. Figures 6 to 7 demonstrate the impact of the number of available relay nodes on data collection energy consumption when sensor nodes are uniformly and randomly deployed. All results are generated after 30 simulation runs and shown with 95% confidence intervals. The performance trends are similar to the case when sensor nodes are deployed in a grid fashion.
In summary, we can see that in all the cases above, the most energy consuming structure is Steiner Minimum Tree with the smallest number of relay nodes (N SMT ), and the most energy efficient structure is the star structure with the largest number of relay nodes (N ST AR ). Our algorithm (SMT-II) is able to find energy efficient relay node placement with a given number of relay nodes that fall between N SMT and N ST AR . This is very useful in real network deployment. networks; and heterogeneous networks.
In the single-tiered network model, the problem is to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes in a WSN so that between every pair of sensor nodes, there is a connecting path consisting of relay and sensor nodes and such that each hop of the path is no longer than the common range of the sensor nodes and the relay nodes. Lin et. al formulated the problem as the Steiner Minimum Tree with minimum number of Steiner points and bounded edge length problem (SMT-MSP), proved the NP-hardness of the problem, and proposed a 5-approximation algorithm [2] . Chen et. al then presented a 3-approximation algorithm for this problem [4] . Cheng et. al presented a faster 3-approximation algorithm, and a randomized algorithm with an approximation ratio of 2.5 [5] . In [6] , Bredin et al. extended the relay node placement problem to the case of k-connectivity, instead of 1-connectivity, and presented polynomial time O(1)-approximation algorithms for any fixed k. In [7] , Kashyap et al. presented a 10-approximation algorithm ensuring 2-connectivity. All of the above assume that the transmission range of the relay nodes is the same as that of sensor nodes. In [8] , Lloyd and Xue generalized to the case where relay nodes have transmission range greater than the transmission range of sensor nodes and presented a 7-approximation algorithm.
In the two-tiered network model, sensor nodes are grouped into clusters each covered by an application node. Motivated by the works [9] and [10] , Hao et al. in [11] formulated twotiered relay node placement problems under the assumption that the sensor nodes have a communication range r > 0 and the relay nodes have a communication range R ≥ 4r. They studied two problems. One is for the connected relay node single cover problem, they aimed to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes so that (1) every sensor node is within distance r of a relay node and that (2) between every pair of relay nodes, there is a connecting path consisting of relay nodes such that each hop of path is not longer than R. The other is for the 2-connected relay node double cover problem, they aimed to place a minimum number of relay nodes in the playing field of a sensor network such that (1) each sensor node can communicate with at least two relay nodes and (2) the relay node network is 2-connected. In [12] , Tang et al. presented 4:5-approximation algorithms under the assumption that R ≥ 4r and that the sensor nodes are uniformly distributed. In [13] , under the assumption that R = r, but no restriction on the distribution of the sensor nodes, Liu et al. presented a (6 + )-approximation algorithm for connected relay node single cover problem and a (24 + )-approximation algorithm for the 2-connected relay node double cover problem, where > 0 is any given constant. In [8] , Lloyd and Xue studied the problem for connected relay node single cover problem with the condition R = r relaxed to R ≥ r, and presented a (5+ )-approximation algorithm. Srinivas et al. [14] presented better approximation algorithms under the assumption R ≥ 2r.
In heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes possess different transmission ranges. Wang et. al. in [15] studied the problem for connected relay node single cover problem in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. In [16] , Han et. al. studied two problems: (1) full fault-tolerant relay node placement, which aims to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes to establish k(k ≥ 1) vertex-disjoint paths between every pair of sensor and/or relay nodes; (2) partial fault-tolerant relay node placement, which aims to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes to establish k(k ≥ 1) vertexdisjoint paths only between every pair of sensor nodes.
Our work differs from existing work described above in that we consider the interplay between relay node placement and data transmission structure, and the impact of the interplay on energy efficiency in sensor data collection. Ganesan et. al. considered a similar problem where data correlation is exploited to guide the placement of relay nodes [17] . In contrast, we are more interested in applications such as groundwater monitoring where network is sparse and data correlation is rather weak.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the tradeoff between relay nodes placement and energy efficiency in collecting data from a set of sensors deployed at predetermined locations. We have observed that SMT will provide a transmission structure that requires the minimum number of relay nodes at the price of very high energy consumption. We designed the SMT-II algorithm that will provide an energy efficient relay node placement and transmission structure with limited number of available relay nodes. We observe that energy consumption can be significantly reduced by slightly increasing the number of relay nodes over the minimum number necessary to maintain connectivity. We also observe that further increasing the number of relay nodes will not make much improvement in energy efficiency.
Further development of our research includes extending our algorithm to consider different network models such as twotiered network model, heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, and two-tiered heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. It is also interesting to extend our work to the case of kconnectivity and improve our solution to achieve higher approximation and lower time complexity.
